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AEGLE AVIATION IS READY TO SERVE
20 SEPTEMBER 2013, HONG KONG – Aegle Aviation is proud to announce the launch
of its aircraft management services and is ready to serve the market.

AEGLE Aviation was founded by a group of highly experienced professionals from the corporate jet
management industry, whose mission is to provide corporate jet owners with peace-of-mind
throughout their aircraft ownership experiences with a totally reliable service.
AEGLE Aviation’s Chief Executive Officer, Ms Joyce Kee said ‘We, as a team, is fully committed and
strive to serve our clients and aircraft owners, aiming to exceed their expectations with our
comprehensive aircraft management, aviation consultancy and personal concierge services”.
As a pioneer in the Hong Kong corporate jet market, Joyce has participated directly in the
introduction of one of the first corporate jet registered and based in Hong Kong.
Joyce added, “We assembled an extensive group of professionals, rendering a comprehensive set of
services, including flight operations, cabin services, safety and compliance, training, maintenance
planning and oversight. Our colleagues are passionate about upholding the highest standard of
customer service and safety with wholeheartedly cares about clients’ interest. We see being a
trustworthy partner for our clients and aircraft owners as our ultimate goals”.
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Note to Editors

About AEGLE Aviation
AEGLE Aviation Limited was established in 2013 with Hong Kong as its operating base.
The company offers services of aircraft management, aviation consultancy for aircraft purchase, prepurchase and pre-delivery inspections, aircraft registration and certification, manual writing, SMS
training, cabin services, efficiency plan for aircraft running and personal concierge services.
The team at AEGLE Aviation has an extensive track record in managing various corporate and airliner
aircraft for high profile and high net worth individuals located in Asia, and collectively has decades of
experiences in business aviation in the region.
The name AEGLE represents ‘Brightness; Splendour like a Diamond’ in Greek mythology, signifying
the service promises that AEGLE would like to provide to its clients i.e. being prestige and
unbreakable like a diamond. The investors of AEGLE Aviation believe that there is a growing need for
both genuine and personalized service for private jet owners and the AEGLE Aviation team is fully
committed to this goal.

For further details, please visit www.aegleaviation.com
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